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Let G be a finite Abelian group acting by tensor-product automorphisms on a 
UHF-C*-algebra 8. Extending a result of A. Kishimoto it is shown that the 
number of extremal traces on the fixed-point algebra 9’ equals the cardinality of 
the subgroup K of automorphisms in G which are weakly inner in the trace 
representation of 9. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] Kishimoto investigated the properties of tensor-product actions of 
the groups G = 72, on UHF-algebras 55. Among other things, he showed that 
the number of extremal traces on the fixed-point algebra 5JG equals the 
cardinality of a subgroup K of G. 
The method employed here leans on that of Kishimoto in [ 1 ], especially 
his Lemma 3.9. But a certain limit result (Lemma 2.2) allows us for finite 
Abelian G to identify K as the subgroup of weakly inner automophisms in 
the trace-representation. Further the extremal traces are precisely ri, 
1 < i < ]1y], given in the trace representation by ri(x) = r(xEJ, where ) / 
denotes cardinality, r is the canonical trace on the strong closure of g and 
the E,, 1 < i < (K], are the minimal projections in the center of the strong 
closure of gG (Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a finite Abelian group and let K, be matrix factors. Consider 
unitary representations rr,,: G + K, and define the action a of G on 
g = @FE1 K, by ag = 0,” 1 Ad@,(g)). 
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We take the notation Wi*” = Or!“=, nl( g), n ( m. Decomposing unitary 
representations, put WzTrn = Cn.i; J(g) E;,” with El*” projections in 
@yY, Ki and d the character group of G. Note that Ei*“’ = 
J&e Et:-, Ef,’ ‘*m, n ,< s < m. 
The criterion [6, Lemma 3.51 shows, that a, is inner, if and only if 
Ad@,(g)) differs from the identity for only finitely many n. We assume 
throughom that H = {g E G ( ag is inner} = {e} and may then further assume 
all ET*” to be nonzer-hanging notation if necessary, Ki = @Jr:, Ki, KS = 
@F&,+ 1 Ki a.s.0. 
By (5, Lemma5.31 gG= (XE~ (o&)=x, VgE GI is equal to 
(U,“= 1ix E OY= I Ki I ag(x> = x9 Vg E G})- (- denoting norm closure). 
Putting At = Ei”(@:=‘=, Ki) E:.“, a matrix factor, this yields gG = 
(U,“=,[CAed @A:])-, an AF-algebra. 
Define ) ( to be the rank on matrix factors, i.e., ]M,(C)] = n, and let 7 be 
the canonical trace on g. 
We refer to [5, p. 198-199; 8, Lemma 2.21 for description of how one 
finite-dimensional C*-algebra embeds into another, and for explanation of 
the term “multiplicity of a partial embedding.” 
LEMMA 2.1. The partial embedding A: -+ A;+’ has multiplicity 
IK,+l( 7(E~~!i”+‘). 
Proof: Let x E A;. Then xEL,“+’ = xC,Ge E~T”E:~J;” ‘I = xEzi!i”+ I. 
The embedding has form x --) XE::!i”’ i and multiplicity 
In the representation (z,, 4, &) associated with the canonical trace 7 on 
g one gets a unitary representation U: p E Am(g) + U, E B(q) such that 
o = Ad(u,), through the expression ~,(rc,(x)<,) = x,(o(x))&. 
Consequently each v E Aut(g) is uniquely extendable to 6 E Aut(R), 
R = n,(g)” being the hyperfinite II,-factor. We identify g and n,(Q). We 
shall need the following, which is well known. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let u, E K, be unitaries and dejine 0 E Aut(g) by 
8 = @,“=, Ad(u,). Then 8 is inner if and only if there is an m such that 
I-Kr,17(Un)l~ 109 11. 
Zf in this case nF=,, 7(u,) E C\(O}, we even get 8= Ad(st* -O,“=, u,) 
st * indicating convergence in the strong- *-topology. 
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Sketch of Proof: If nF=,, r(u,) E C\(O) one may directly construct 
W = st - @T=, u, using nts 
0 U,B+lur)(~ui)CI/’ 
I=1 
= 2 (1 - Re ( 5 T(u,))) (fl r(aFQi)) 
I:n+l i= 1 
for p < n, s > 0, and ai E 99. Similarly W* = st - a,“, u,*. If on the other 
hand 8=Ad(W), WER, choose a=a,@..-@a,, aiEKi, so that 
t(aw) # 0. As (u, ... u,)-‘WE (of=, Ki)‘, we have for I > n 
O<Ir(aW)(= ((i~~~ffiUi))(i=~+,I(Ui))r((UI”‘Ui)~’W)~ 
< (fj IT(uiui)l) ( fl IT(uil) 
i=ntl 
and then ng,,+, Ir(uJ > 0. 1 
3. A LIMIT RESULT 
Let K=(gEGI ci, is inner}. After “compressing” the system {K,}F= 1, 
renaming K’, = @2=, K,, K; = @2=i,+l K,, and so on, we may by means of 
Lemma 2.2 require that Wk := st*-lim,,, o. W:,” is a unitary representation 
of K in RG = {x E R 1 &,(x)=x, VgE G}, such that a’, = Ad(FJ, k E K. 
Likewise pk := st*-lim,,,,,, Wisn implements aklozSKi. 
Identifying K with a choice of one representative of each coset of K’ = 
{y E d I y(K) = I} in d and putting E$; = J&K~E?,ny one has WiFsn = 
Cnea J(k) Ei”i; and E$y = CkEK A(k) WF*n. Then the projection E;,” := 
st *-lim m<n+t o. E?; is well defined and @ = Cn.g I(k) Eplffl. The identity 
E,m*” = C,,E~ E~TSE~~!i”, m< s < n, implies that E;“,“O = z,,Eg E;;i Ef.fi:e;l, 
and that E;,‘l” # 0, V m, V A, as infA,a $E,“‘“) > 0. 
Let 1 ( denote cardinality, and let 1,~ be the characteristic function of K’. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) z(E,“‘“)~,,+,JKI/lGIz(E~~),VmEN,V~E 6. 
(b) ~(E~?) -‘m-t cc lKl@), VA E G. 
ProoJ Part (b) is a restatement of r(I@) -+,,,++ ccI 1, V k E K. To prove 
(a), we may take m = 1. For brevity put 
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We seek to employ the fact, that G/K has outer action on EIAIREtAI, (cf. 
[ 71). Let x E @y= rKi and g E G/K. 
Call the Et,lREt,l-unitary in brackets: Vi(g). Outerness of c?,, g # e, on 
EIAIREInl implies VXdb,++, l,(g) t(EIA1). To see this let g # e, put 
Vi(g) = V” and assume ad absurdum without loss of generality Ir(Vn)l > 
E > 0 and V” -+~~~‘~ V. The calculation for 
shows VV* E (IJ& r E&@~f, KJ E,,J n EIA,REln, = CE,,, . Similarly 
V* VE CE,,,. Consequently V= AU for some unitary u and I > 0. When 
x E EL,] (@l:, Ki) EIA1 the equality c&x)V” = V”x, which holds for n > n,, 
yields G&x) = Ad(u)(x). u is seen to implement Gg, and we have a con- 
tradiction. 
NOW VXg)) --) l,(g) 4%) im ~1 ies by Fourier transforming 
cs r(EzL() t(E;,+,“P;)) -n~+a, IVT1~(E,d~ Vj&KKI,VAEG. 
rlEK 
However, employing (b) we have 
c W;J r(E;,+,“?) - 7(G,,) .-t,O’ V$uKKI,V&G, 
vei? 
where ,I’ is an element of G equal to A in G/K’. This proves (a). 1 
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4. EXTREMAL TRACES ON gG 
Let r’ be a (unnormalised) trace on gG. Then chasing a minimal 
projection Ft in A’j (cf. Sect. 2), r’ is by continuity completely determined 
through the nonnegative numbers f(Fi), n E N, A E 6. By Lemma 2.1 the 
embedding Ai-’ --) A: has multiplicity IK,J s(Z$:~-,), so letting ,U vary 
r’(FI-‘) = Creed IK,/ z(EI$,) s’(F3. That is, letting * be convolution 
f * g(A) = Cue6 f(,~) &I -‘A), and - the flip f (A) = f(A -I), we get 
7’(F”-‘) = JK,I z(E”9 * z(F”). 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a one to one correspondence between traces z’ on 
PC, and sequences If,},“, of nonnegative functions on G fulfilling 
f, * t(E”*“)- = f,- , (*) 
given by 
(**) 
Proof. If 7' is given and { f,}z=, are defined by (**), Eq. (*) is a conse- 
quence of the remarks above. If conversely (f,,)F=, are given, (*) is the 
condition that (**) define a trace on 9?‘. 1 
We may now prove the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. The normalised traces on BG form a simplex with 
exact_lq, (KI extremal traces, these being given bv 7,,(x) = s(Ef;;O) - ‘s(xE;;;” ), 
,u E K. 
Proof. Let a&)=(KI/(GIt(E$~) andnotethat a,_,=a,*t(E.“-I*“-‘), 
n > 2. We define a mapping L from L’(e)+ into the trace-space of 69’. 
letting L(f) be the trace associated the sequence (f * (a,, 1)-},“1- , in the 
sense of Lemma 4.1. 
This is a surjective map. Let 7' corresponding to (f,} r=, be given. One 
sees IlfAl, G IlfA = IMlL and may choose a sequence (kp}zl ,, so that 
f’(A) := limp++m fk (A) exists. Clearly f’ * (a,, 1) = f,, and r’ = L(f’). 
Considering onlyPreal-valued functions on G, extend L to L*(d). Let * 
denote the Fourier transform L2(6) -+ L2(G). We have T(E.“,~)- = t(W3”)-. 
Therefore by Proposition 3.2(a), the function (a,“)- is given by 
g-t limm++m 7(W~9, and l(a,-)^I /“, 1, by Lemma 2.2. Hence L(f) = 0 if 
and only if f Ix = 0. The orthogonal complement o the set of f E L*(G) 
such that f Ix = 0, is the set of $e L2(G) such that f iGiK = 0. Letting 
L*(&/K’) denote the subspace of functions in L’(G) constant on the cosets 
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of Kl, one sees f b,k = oofEL*(G/K’), so ker L is the orthogonal 
complement of L’(G/K’) in L*(G). The projection L2(G) --t L2(6/K1) is 
positive, thus L restricts to an order isomorphism between L *(d/K’)+ and 
the traces on BG. The extremal traces in the convex set of traces r’ with 
11511 = r’V) E [Q 1 I, are 5, = L(lrK~)(I)-‘L(lUK~), p E R. 
Verification of ( leKl * a,, ,-)(A) = r(E;W~‘$‘) yields 
L(lfi,l)(Ft) = & Ki 
I I 
-1 
t(E;,+,“;) = s(F; E;,+,‘iy) = r(F; Et;;“) 
i=l 
and tpQ) = z(Ef;;O)-‘t(xE[;F) as claimed. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. The center of RG is (K 1 dimensional. 
ProoJ: Clearly Ollsg CE,‘;;” c Z(R’). But if F is a central projection 
r(. F) = C?a,r(. Ef,$‘) implies F= C, a,E,!$‘. 1 
Remark A. Corollary 4.3 may also be shown using outerness of G/K on 
all E’@RE’qa) I?1 I,,1 as in [3, 2.1.1-2.1.31. 
Remark B. Relaxing the assumption H = {g E G 1 ag is inner} = (e}, to 
just a being injective, we may assume Ei-“’ # 0 Vm, VI, and Ei*“’ + 0 
exactly when 1 E H,, for 2 < n < m, with H,, a subgroup of G (cf. [4, 
Sect. 31). Clearly Hk = H. (See, e.g., 6, Lemma 3.51). Put PA = JJrsHo E:;‘. 
The group G/H has outer action on the UHF-algebra PA gP, = (PA K, PA) @ 
(@,“2 K,) and applying Theorem 4.2 and [5, Lemma 3.21 in combination 
with (the analogous statement of) Lemma 2.1, we find that each 
(PA gp,J G’H = PA@” is a simple AF-algebra with ) Kl/l HJ extremal traces, 
and that Z(Q”) = On,k CPA. 
Remark C. Neither method nor result of this paper extends to the case 
where G is, say, Abelian and compact. Take G to be the circle group and a 
the gauge action on g = @,“, My). Then K is the singleton (e}. 
Nevertheless the extremal traces on @’ form a one-parameter family (cf. [2, 
p. 1481). 
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